Stakeholders working on DRR can submit their commitments!

Private Sector Civil Society Science & Tech. Media

Academia Local Gov. Others

INFORM ABOUT YOUR WORK
Who is doing what and where

LEARN AND COLLABORATE
New commitments and synergies

BE HIGHLIGHTED, MOTIVATE
Break silos. Good practices highlighted and featured in analysis report

UNISDR CAN
- Mobilize
- Monitor
- Take stock

Sendai Framework VOLUNTARY COMMITMENTS online platform

SUBMISSIONS OPEN ALL YEAR

USE THESE TOOLS AND ENGAGE

Sendai Monitor SFVC online platform

The online platform will count with visual and other tools to see ongoing VCs all over the world.

https://sendaicommitments.unisdr.org/
ABOUT VCs

Voluntary Commitments (VCs) support partnerships for DRR. The 2015 World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (WCDRR), in Sendai, Japan, noted the shared responsibility of stakeholders for DRR.

- GA resolution A/69/283 (2015) called for specific and time-bound VCs by stakeholders at local, national, regional and global levels in line with DRR strategies and plans to support the Sendai Framework. It requested to publicize VCs through UNISDR and this online platform fulfills the GA’s mandate.

**HOW TO SUBMIT A VC**

1. SET-UP ACCOUNT
2. COMPLETE PROFILE
3. SUBMIT COMMITMENT
4. REPORT PROGRESS
5. SUBMIT DELIVERABLES

**Sign-in**

**Add New commitment**

**Overview and Description**

**Deliverables**

**Organizations**

**Budget & Topics**

VC is COMPLETED

- Completed VCs remain visible in the platform.
- Notifications are sent to remind about progress reports and deliverables.
- You can submit highlights to share your achievements.

**SUBMIT VC**: Overview (title, photo, scope, duration), description, deliverables, implementing organizations, focal points, budget, donors, topics (themes&issues, hazards, priorities, targets, indicators, SDGs) and other data related to your commitment.

**TARGETED AT STAKEHOLDERS**

Local governments, private sector, civil society orgs., academia, science and technology, media, etc. Only individuals representing institutional entities can submit VCs.

- When a National Government is jointly executing a VC with multiple non-government entities, it is regarded as a multi-stakeholder VC and should be submitted to this platform. When a commitment is solely implemented by a National Government(s), it should be submitted to the Sendai Framework Monitoring Tool.
- For UN agencies, an online platform for the UN Plan of Action will be established in due course.

**ALL-OF-SOCIETY**

**VC CYCLE**